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While for a MCF tokamak the toroidal 
field asymmetry is largely a matter of 
well understood design, the ability to 
capture significant (10%) asymmetry is a 
design goal for GF-MTF simulation 
tools.

Temperature increase dominates density 
increase in compression to raise mean 
free paths.

Compression time << Alfven crossing 
time = Plasma close to mechanical 
equilibrium

As magnetic flux is lost to the resistive 
wall the  diverted configuration may 
change. Arrangements with an initially 
inboard (shaft) limited plasma are also 
possible.

Gyrokinetic theory is applicable as in 
MCF.

General Fusion (GF) is aiming to build fusion power plants using Magnetized Target Fusion (MTF). In a GF-MTF device a three step process occurs: Starting with coaxial 
helicity  injection, plasma is formed into a spherical tokamak. A moving liquid metal wall moves inward and the injector mouth is closed off. Finally the plasma is compressed 
and reaction rates peak. This novel scheme poses unique problems in realizing the appropriate physics and numerics required to simulate such a system.
In the table below we summarize characteristic, anticipated scales and properties relevant to the design of whole-device modelling codes for a large MCF tokamak (ITER-like) 
and a GF-MTF power plant device [1]. These dictate the differences between the simulation requirements for the design and characterization of a GF-MTF device and an MCF 
tokamak.
For both devices we consider a Deuterium plasma. Parameters are from designs where possible, and filled in with projections where needed.  Note that for all devices, 
multiple operational modes are possible with the same hardware. In this table we have attempted to choose values which combine feasability with exploring the envelope of 
possible configurations a MTF simulation code must handle to be practically useful.

Banana orbit dominated due to 
collisionality in compressed state << 1,  
Neoclassical contributions important.

To meet the needs of analysis of GF's Fusion 
Demonstration Plant (FDP) and design of a power plant 
device, we have begun a project to develop an open-
source MTF whole-device modelling code. 
• Pulsar must be capable of following the compression to 
the end of useful fusion yield in three dimensions and 
capture the mechanical interaction between plasma and 
liquid metal liner. 
• Pulsar must provide results in design-relevant times, so 
we opt for fluid models with adjustable levels of physics 
fidelity.
• GF's larger theoretical physics program includes 
gyrokinetic, edge plasma, plasma-wall interaction, and PIC 
models of local regions of the plasma.
• Prototyping work has concentrated on employing finite 
volume (FV) methods and Constrained Transport (CT) on a 
logically Cartesian Structured Adaptive Mesh Refinement 
grid.
• Pulsar will use the AMReX block-structured AMR 
framework  ( amrex-codes.github.io [5] )
• Performance portability across varying CPU and GPU 
platforms with exascale-capable scaling as design goals.

Below: Verification of second order accuracy 
for the diffusion of a magnetic field into a 
circular plasma in the FV-CT cut-cell method 
(Jones et al. in prep).

Top: Magnetic field and magnetic pressure at 
the end state of the problem.
Bottom: L1 norm error converges to the 
analytical solution at greater than second 
order.

Above: Sub-alfvenic compression of a plasma 
column. 
Top: Vertical component of magnetic field increases 
as a conducting wall moves radially inwards. 
Bottom: Pressure and density increase along an 
adiabat.

This test demonstrates a novel moving cut-cell 
embedded boundary implemented in a FV-CT MHD 
method (Jones et al. in prep). Pulsar will implement 
a two-sided multifluid version of this to model the 
compressing liquid metal wall.

Above: Verification problem of flow of a magnetized 
plasma flowing around a conducting obstacle. Shown are 
velocity up the page (colour) and magnetic field (vectors) 
(Jones et al. in prep).

Density increases in edge during MTF 
compression likely making it more 
collisional, unlike MCF tokamaks which 
stay semi-collisional. 

Here we do not attempt to consider 
elongation of the plasma. However MTF 
devices can be designed with significant 
elongation.

• The plasma is initially held off the outer wall by externally imposed flux 
(patent applied for). However, due to the finite resistivity of the liquid metal, 
over time this flux (red curves) is lost to outer wall [4]. At late times (right 
panel) the plasma is significantly compressed, and can become limited directly 
on the outer liquid lithium wall.
• Modelling the response of the liquid metal wall to the heat fluxes form the 
plasma, and the response of the plasma (impurity transport, ionization, 
temperatures) is a key capability for a next generation MTF simulation code.

Right: After the plasma is formed, it is compressed by the shaped radial 
collapse of the liquid metal outer wall of the device. Shown are a sequence of 
magnetic field configurations (closed field  lines: blue; open field: red) overlaid 
on the center shaft (brown) plasma volume (light grey) and the inner part of 
the liquid metal wall (dark grey).

In predicting the fusion yield for a MTF device, the desired 
capabailites for whole device modelling include
• 3D dynamics of the liquid metal wall
• Wall  interaction with the plasma through magnetic fields, 
forces, and heat loads
• Impurity production, transport, and ionization
• Evolution and nonlinear dynamics of the plasma affecting 
stability and confinement

Left: In the GF-MTF device the plasma is formed by coaxial 
helicity injection with a Marshall gun. This can be arranged to 
result in either a diverted plasma, or an inboard-limited plasma. 
The formation process is illustrated to the right with contours of 
the plasma pressure in a simulation carried out as a design 
exercise for an experimental device. The rightmost panel shows 
the magnetic separatrix as a green curve. An x-point and 
divertor legs extending into the mouth of the Marshall gun are 
formed.  During compression the gun  mouth is closed as the 
liquid metal wall moves inwards.

The outer flux surfaces (with highest q) 
will be lost once the plasma becomes 
wall-limited on the way to peak 
compression [2,3,4].
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